
WHS
ROOM ISSUES TIME FRAME POSSIBLE FIX COST
weight room east wall stress crack in cmu wall 5-Mar mudjack to restabilize 189000
main building foundation failing west wall is completely saturated critical 1-2 yrs dig up and see if new membrane can be iinstalled shared cost with above
chimney chimney is falling away from building critical 1-2 yrs tear down only if we get rid of boiler
auditorim little to no heat ? install heating system where AC unit is in attic 15000
old gym floor floor can not besanded again 3-5 yrs resand and finish new lines and logo 20000
boiler boiler is aging and is not economical 3-5 yrs install forced air 25000
entry ways all entrys into old building need replaced due to wear critical 1-2yrs replace all entrys with new Mar-00
student parking cracks in parking area are getting worse every year 3-5yrs resurface 122742

green house alot of work needs done to be abe to use 1-2 yrs tear down or replace platic and door 9500
roof leak new gym southwest area roof area has issues when rains hard dont know roofers and franks have looked at issue
hallway walls burlap wainscotting looks terrible 3-5 yrs cover up, no way to remove
carpet in whole building carpet is very old and can not be shampooed 1-2 yrs replace
red tile roof if keeping need to replace tile with a tin roof 1-2 yrs need to replace before building is put on historical site AUDIT
ag shop roof purlins are rusting to where you can see daylight 1-2 yrs replace purlins and tin roof AUDIT
stage lighting floor lights will have to be changed 3-5 yrs incandescent bulbs above 40 watts are never being made againAUDIT
rooms in old building there is a lack of electrical outlets in all rooms 3-5 yrs major remodel to add outlets that are needed. every year whenAUDIT

fire marshall inspection find several power strips piggy backed
JR HIGH

library east stairway that leads to the lower hallway leaks water on landing 1-2 yrs roofers, don frank, and myself think the only fix we can doCOMPLETED
when we have muliple heavy rains is to cut a hole in gym storage room and drill a hole below

landing and install a pump.
east gym hall the wall of power this area needs to be cleaned up 3-5 yrs we need to combine panels or remove what is not neededAUDIT

everytime there was any work done back in history another
sub panel was installed.

west hall handicap lift is very outdated, only works sometimes 1-2 yrs update lift $40,000
gym storage hot water holding tank is rusting real bad due to hard water 1-2 yrs repplace holding tank 4500

if tank ruptures small floor drain will not hold all the water
which will end up under wood gym floor

gym storage water softener is oxidizing 3-5yrs replace softener 7250

ouside gym soffit and facia facia and soffit are going to need some attention 1-2 yrs paint and or replace facia and soffit on gym 5500

old concession stand building looks bad and is harboring insects 1-2 yrs demo building
and rodents due to cracks in walls
and roof

gym bleachers are aging 3-5 yrs bleachers have had several attempts to make look good over the years
with the paint peeling off the way it has in the last 2-3 yrs. might be time
to replace or do away with altogether. they are homemade however
many years ago. before my time

old building rooms lack of electrical outlets in all old rooms 3-5 yrs same as high school AUDIT

kitchen walkin freezer multiple issues with both units over the yrs manly 3-5 yrs replace both units with new and would like to relocate outside units to10000
and cooler due to the fact that outside units are tucked in roof to hopefully lengthen the life span 10000

behind a locked gate. the wind blows debri inside
which ends up in the coils preventing the unit
from working correctly

restrooms lower girls and commons boys and girls restrooms need to replace 3-5 yrs replace partitions ith the same as we used in lower boys restroom2000
partitions as well as boys locker room 2-3 yrs ago 1600

modulars both modulars are run down and starting to wear out. doors 1-2 yrs remove modulars asap
are getting tough to shut and open.

restrooms most of the fixtures in restrooms will need to be replaced in all 3-5 yrs change out all fixtures as needed AUDIT
restrooms once water has been changed over to rural water.
years of extremely hard water has taken the life oout of fixtures
everytime work is done on any toilet and or urinal all gaskets
have to be replaced in order to stop leaking



PMS
modulars modulars have same problems as the jr high along with 1-2 yrs remove modulars

the ramps and deck that allow entrance into buildings
needing to be removed and replaced as well as a set of steps
that would allow for entry and exit from modular for when
the ramp is neding work. that is a huge issue right now since
ramp is only way to the door
also skirting has become an issue. making it easier for
unwanted visitors to reside underneath

library concrete deck which is the roof is flaking away. pictures show that 1-2 yrs ?

rooms in old building lack of electrical outlets in all rooms in 3-5 yrs same as WHS and JR High
old building

MHES
all rooms all rooms except new part of library and old computer lad are lacking 3-5 yrs major remodel

electrical outlets

modular modlar has been turned into a storage facility due to the amount of 1-2 yrs remove modular
work and money it would take to use as a classroom

gym gym floor need extensive work due to the leaks we have had in the 1-2 yrs patch or replace
past several years

kitchen walkin cooler went down right before spring break. it uses a 3-5 yrs replace unit 10000
refridgerant that is $800 a bottle

AES
west playground asphalt is coming apart and needs repair work 3-5 yrs resurface asphalt IN COST WITH WHS PARKING LOT

south playground south play area walls are starting to bend thanks to the sun and the 3-5 yrs replace with better materials 2500
weight of the sand.

east &west entry doors and jamb will have to be replaced very soon, next time it fails 1-2 yrs critcal replace with new 8500
entrances it can't be repaired. i swapped parts around on locks to get us by for now.

kitchen oven/range top oven does not work and hasn't for a while range top 3-5 yrs replace with new AUDIT
still works,

all purpose room ceiling tiles are starting to come more fequently 3-5 yrs ?

kitchen walk-in cooler and freezer have multiple leaks and have to be recharged 1-2 yrs critical replace units 2-10000
more then twice a school year to keep them working

district office
peers that hold district office are leaning real bad from settling and 1-2 yrs critical remove modular move office to other location
vibration from the street

daycare
same as district office 1-2 yrs


